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IS AUTOMATIC MONITORING
ACCURATE ENOUGH?
Pros and cons of automatic monitoring

MAGNUS THOR ASGEIRSSON
12.12.2018

Yes BUT…
MAIN METHODS

CHALLENGES

•Optical scanning technology.

•Turbidity.

•Motion detection video.

•Debris, air bubbles.

•Resistivity counting.

•Species overlapping in size,
shape and pattern.

•Some combination of the above.
•Most methods require a lot of HR
to make sense.

Automatic monitoring is easy in the right conditions
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PENTAIR ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS

VAKI RIVERWATCHER
AUTOMATIC COUNTERS

RIVERWATCHER-S
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RIVERWATCHER-SC
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PIT-TAG RIVERWATCHER
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RIVERWATCHER-M
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RIVERWATCHER -E
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RIVERWATCHER-Point 4 System
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Automatic results
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RIVERWATCHER Daily
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So is this accurate enough?
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RIVERWATCHER ADVANTAGES – Yuba River, CA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide accurate and consistent count
Function all year long
Useful in turbid conditions
Can examine run timing in-depth –
No fish handling stress
Automated
Reduce human error
Minimally biased sampling

Ryan Greathouse Yuba County Water Agency, CA - 2017

www.riverwatcher.is

Tested accuracy of the RIVERWATCHER

Tests:
Tests conducted by the Icelandic Institute of Freshwater Fisheries
on the River Blanda found the VAKI Riverwatcher Counter to be
98,9% accurate, whilst a more recent time-lapse video validation
study on the Itchen in England found the counter to be 93%
accurate in counting fish. However, when debris, turbidity and air
bubble entrainment were kept to a minimum the accuracy
increased to 100%.
Optical counters such as the VAKI Riverwatcher suffer less than
current resistivity counters from false counts since an outline of the
object responsible is recorded for the operator to verify. Also that a
camera add-on can reduce the possibility of false counts. Since
optical counters can estimate the size of each fish with a
reasonable degree of accuracy, they are more reliable than
resistivity counters for distinguishing between Atlantic salmon
and Sea trout.*
*(Eatherley, D.M.R., Thorley, J.L., Stephen, A.B., Simpson, I., MacLean, J.C. &
Youngson, A.F. (2005). Trends in Atlantic salmon: the role of automatic fish
counter data in their recording. Scottish Natural Heritage Commissioned Report
No. 100 (ROAME No. F01NB02).

93-100% accuracy
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COUNTER COMPARISON REPORT
Scottish Salmon Counter Network

The RIVERWATCHER was the best overall solution:
“The automated fish detection feature eliminates the need of manual
verification of lengthy video data, and the basic graphical outputs
provide a simple and quick analysis for users”

TECHNICAL, LOGISTICAL, AND ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A
SCOTTISH SALMON COUNTER NETWORK: SCOTTISH MARINE AND FRESHWATER SCIENCE VOL 7 NO 2
TUESDAY, MARCH 22, 2016
ISBN: 9781785449642

RIVERWATCHER-AUTOMATIC COUNTING – Murray River

Fish counts from the unit roughly corresponded with those caught within a fish trap upstream of the
unit. However, the unit tended to underestimate fish size and some fish avoided contact with the unit.
Even though the unit may underestimate counts and sizes of fish, it could provide a useful tool to
determine cues for migration and to investigate seasonal changes in fish movement rates.

Baumgartner L, Bettanin M, McPherson J, Jones M, Zampatti B and Beyer K
(2010) Assessment of an infrared fish counter (Vaki Riverwatcher) to quantify
fish migrations in the Murray-Darling Basin. Industry & Investment NSW 17
Fisheries Final Report Series No. 116. 47pp

AUTOMATIC FISH COUNTER CHALLENGES

HOW TO DEAL WITH
KNOWN ISSUES

TURBIDITY

Turbidity sensor.
Backlight system.
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Shoals of fish
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PENTAIR ENVIRONMENTAL COUNTERS

ACCURATE ENOUGH?
ALWAYS ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT

RIVERWATCHER-C
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RIVERWATCHER-C
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Riverwatcher C-type
•YES – With a combination of
technologies such as deep
learning, stereo 3D images, IR
mapping and IR scanning for
best results.
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THANK YOU
www.pentair.com

